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Mark Saul
The fox knows many things, but the hedgehog knows one big thing.
-Archilochus
The title refers originally to a fragment by an obscure ancient Greek poet, made famous in an essay by Isaiah Berlin. In this essay, Berlin distinguishes two types of thinkers. Briefly, "hedgehogs" are people who concentrate their efforts on a single set of ideas, while "foxes" are those who bring a variety of ideas, from widely different areas, to bear on their work.
In Berlin's own words:
…the words can be made to yield a sense in which they mark one of the deepest differences which divide writers and thinkers, and, it may be, human beings in general. For there exists a great chasm between those, on one side, who relate everything to a single central vision, one system, less or more coherent, or articulate, in terms of which they understand, think and feel-a single, universal, organising principle in terms of which alone all that they are and say has significance-and, on the other side, those who pursue many ends, often unrelated and even contradictory, connected, if at all, only in some de facto way, for some psychological or physiological cause, related by no moral or aesthetic principle. These last lead lives, perform acts and entertain ideas that are centrifugal rather than centripetal; their thought is scattered or diffused, moving on many levels, seizing upon the essence of a vast variety of experiences and object for what they are in themselves, without, consciously or unconsciously, seeking to fit them into, or exclude them from, any one unchanging, all-embracing, sometimes self-contradictory and incomplete, at times fanatical, unitary inner vision. The first kind of intellectual and artistic personality belongs to the hedgehogs, the second to the foxes…we may, without too much fear of contradiction, say that, in this sense, Dante belongs to the first category, Shakespeare to the second; Plato, Lucretius, Pascal, Hegel, Dostoevsky, Nietzsche, Ibsen, Proust, are, in varying degrees hedgehogs; Herodotus, Aristotle, Montaigne, Erasmus, Moliere, Goethe, Pushkin, Balzac, Joyce are foxes.
1 While Berlin's immediate purpose was literary criticism-he used it to examine Leo Tolstoy's ideas about history-his metaphor has influenced writers in the history of ideas in a wide range of areas.
This note applies Berlin's idea to the situation described by Liping Ma 2 with regard to Americanstyle and Chinese-style elementary mathematics curriculum documents. Ma argues that the very structure of American curricula, as laid out in these documents, leads to flaws in the system of education. But, seen through the lens of Berlin, one 1 can say that there are corresponding flaws in the Chinese system. And, I argue, a synthesis of the positive aspects of both will achieve more than either of us has achieved separately.
For what follows, it is important to note that Berlin-and most other writers-do not see any value judgment in the division into hedgehogs and foxes. Berlin himself (above) names important hedgehogs and foxes, and it would be difficult to say that one set of these thinkers is in any way better or more important than the other. The same list shows that Berlin's classification does not correlate with the field in which the thinker is working. Any field can profit from either sort of contribution.
From Berlin's point of view, we can characterize the Chinese curricula described by Ma as largely hedgehog-like, while American thinking is much more fox-like. If, like Berlin, we withdraw from the notion of judgment, we can distinguish strong and weak points in either way of thinking. And, if we look for ways to synthesize these viewpoints, we may be able to strengthen both efforts.
Before commenting on this possibility, I note that the criterion of "coherence" used by Ma to judge curricula is a problematic one. For example, we could construct a marvelously coherent curriculum centered around the goal of learning the English names of rational numbers between, say, 10 -24 and 10
24
. Children would be taught to recite these numbers correctly, complete with Latin or Greek prefixes, and using the word "and" in the correct places. The skill would be easily demonstrable, both on a written test and at the dinner table. And, in the age of teraflops and nanoseconds, a case could be made that it is useful. But central?
Less flippantly, we might construct another marvelously coherent curriculum around mastery of a certain set of arithmetic algorithms, termed "standard". (Whether or not this term is appropriate is here irrelevant.) Students would learn to multiply three-digit numbers fluently and accurately, would perform long division in an approved format, and would subtract the bottom number from the top, using algorithms tailor-made and honed by historical forces for computation in the base ten system, itself a product of long intellectual evolution.
These skills would be easily demonstrable on a written test, if not at the dinner table. Are they useful, in this age of ubiquitous hand-held calculators? We can debate that question at another time. The point here is that the answer to that question does not depend on the coherence of the curriculum, but on values external to the curriculum. Values are cultural, not mathematical. Values, like taste or morality, are not subject to proof (the central criterion of mathematics) or refutation (the central criterion of science). So whether or not a curriculum is useful is not a question answered by looking at internal coherence.
The Structure of American Curricula: Where Is the Center?
Let us set aside these comments for a moment, and accept the notion of coherence as central to the discussion of a curriculum. It is my view that Ma's note makes the hedgehog-like assumption that arithmetic is central to elementary mathematics, then demonstrates the coherence of the Chinese curriculum she discusses. But if another assumption is made about the central concept for a curriculum, then the coherence may vanish, or may reduce to a foolish consistency. I will argue below that Ma's comments flirt with this danger.
To illustrate why I question the assumption of the centrality of arithmetic in elementary education, let us consider some third-grade students. (These sketches are in fact drawn from life.) Student A can add two-digit numbers in the standard way: 46+35=81. She can do this consistently, accurately, and fluently, and can do the same for three-and four-digit numbers. Student B understands what addition means, but has trouble remembering to "carry the one", or makes similar errors in computation. So he may write: 46+35=71. Student C has his own idiosyncratic way of adding two two-digit numbers (for example, he might reason that 47+47 is six less than 100 because 50 +50=100, and so on). Perhaps it is not as efficient as student A's. And perhaps it doesn't quite generalize to three-digit numbers. But it serves him for many two-digit numbers, and he clearly knows what he's doing, having invented the algorithm.
On the other hand, student A makes mistakes like adding 46 degrees in New York to 35 degrees in Chicago, getting 81 degrees, which student B does not make. Or student A says that the perimeter of a rectangle with adjacent sides of lengths 46 and 35 is 81, while student B, says it is 142 (recalling his error in the last paragraph). That is, student A makes errors in logic while student B makes errors in computation. And student C makes errors in neither, but has to re-think the problem when he must add three-digit numbers with paper and pencil.
The assumption we make here is that the errors made by student A are much more significant than those made by student B or C. The empirical evidence for making this assumption, drawn from my own classroom experience and that of colleagues, is that the errors of student B or C are much more easily remediated than those of student A.
It follows from this assumption that the central goal of elementary mathematics education-and perhaps of secondary mathematics education-is an understanding of logic (not formal or symbolic logic, but the intuitive and essential idea of a chain of implications). The study of arithmetic algorithms, when well taught, then becomes a tool for the delivery of what I see as a deeper skill: reasoning from one statement to another, a skill that cannot be duplicated, or even aided, by the use of a calculator.
An Alternative View of American Curricula
Using the alternative assumption of the centrality of logic in elementary curriculum, we can reexamine some of Ma's points.
Most of Ma's discussion is an examination of syllabi, and standards documents, rather than about live classrooms. The hedgehog-like assumption is made right at the start of the discussion, in noting that older American textbooks of arithmetic took Euclid's Elements as the standard for a unified exposition of their subject, and that more recently, Chinese texts, among others, have continued and refined this tradition.
But it is clear, from this very choice of models, that there is something deeper than simply arithmetic which is the standard. Euclid, too, was in some ways a hedgehog-like thinker. He has a wonderfully articulated paradigm of mathematical truth, using geometry as the central topic. His rigorous treatment of arithmetic (including the arithmetic of irrational numbers) and number theory was based more or less entirely on geometric intuition, as was his treatise on optics that has come down to us 3 (but not as part of the Elements). His algebra remained two-or three-dimensional because it, too, is expressed geometrically. The solution of equations of higher degree, and an efficient algebraic notation, were never developed by the Greeks.
The fact that one can base a development of arithmetic on the same methods Euclid used for geometry suggests that Euclid's basic concept is deeper. It consists in the idea of an axiomatic system, or the underlying concept of implication: one statement or set of statements implying others. If we take this wider view of what Euclid is about, indeed of what mathematics is about, Ma's analysis looks somewhat different. The Chinese, as described by Ma, can be now seen as using an exposition of arithmetic as an example of an axiomatic system. On the pedagogical level, the Chinese elementary curriculum uses statements from arithmetic to build a notion of implication. A student who knows the "compensation law for addition" that Ma mentions 4 can reason that if 8+8=16, then 9+7 must also equal 16. That if, well taught, the Chinese curriculum delivers not simply the facts and algorithms of arithmetic, but also ways to reason about numbers and statements about numbers. Poorly taught, of course, it deteriorates into recitation and memorization.
Likewise, the American curriculum-as described by Ma-can now be seen differently. Placing implication at the center of elementary mathematics, we can read American curricula and standards as delivering this same central concept, but using a variety of examples: arithmetic, geometric, statistical, probabilistic, and so on. Viewed this way, the American "strand" structure pointed out by Ma becomes a flexible asset, and not a wild liability.
Has this asset been exploited in published American curricula? I would argue that the answer is "sometimes". But I would likewise argue that the Chinese curriculum "sometimes" uses arithmetic to deliver more profound mathematical ideas. Evidence for this is lacking in Ma's work (she concentrates, here and elsewhere, on successful instances of Chinese teaching, and in fact those are probably the ones we can learn the most from). My own work in China with gifted students indicates otherwise: that they are often poised to think out of the box, but must be invited. That is, I have found that when Chinese students are faced with new and unusual problems, they often balk, intellectually. They try to think where they have seen the problem before. Sometimes they apply familiar techniques or patterns of solution inappropriately. However (my work is almost entirely with gifted students), when invited to invent their own solutions, they respond quickly, and often succeed brilliantly. The point is not that they cannot think outside the box. The point is that their curriculum does not invite this. Rather, it cultivates a deep and reliable mastery of a specific set of techniques.
Chinese colleagues have commented on this phenomenon. One said, "I don't worry about my [Chinese] students passing a test. But I want to give them opportunities to do something new." I have often been asked, by Chinese colleagues, "How can I introduce creativity into my classroom?" This is itself a hedgehog-like question, as if there were an algorithm for inducing creativity. Colleagues I've worked with in China have often questioned exactly the highly structured curriculum that Ma describes. Perhaps the most striking comment on this level is about Chinese Nobel prize winners in the sciences. A list of these will show that none of them did their work in Chinese institutions.
5 Some might see this as a narrow comment on graduate education and research institutions, but the implication that many Chinese educators draw is that they need to look at how the twig is bent.
I might add that I have found this phenomenon in work with American students as well. They too, 3 See http://www.math.cornell.edu/~web1600/ Terrell_OpticsOfEuclid.pdf (accessed September 2013). often need to be invited to think outside the box that their curriculum has put them in. This is partly a consequence of the very nature of curriculum: a set of skills and concepts to be mastered. The striking aspects of my work with Chinese (and Japanese, and Taiwanese, and Malaysian) students are two: the occurrence of the phenomenon in very able students, and the alacrity with which they accept the invitation to break outside the box created by their training.
Ma brings up another point in her work, one not directly connected to her central thesis. We can look at curriculum in yet another way (examine yet another strand!): the way in which it is perceived by the student. This aspect of curriculum is not discussed by Ma. It is perhaps the most fox-like way of looking at education, in that it has, as of now, the least structure. As Ma points out, the structure of mathematics has been worked out over thousands of years. On the other hand, we are just beginning to formulate and test theories of learning, either of mathematics or of other subjects. And we have almost no theories of teaching, which cannot be directly inferred either from theories of learning or from the structure of mathematics.
Ma mentions the fact that many of the American curriculum documents she reviews include strands that are not properly mathematics, involving attitudes towards mathematics, "number sense", or problem solving. Should these in fact be part of a curriculum document? This is a difficult judgment call. The question becomes: is teaching and learning mathematics informed solely, or even centrally, by the nature of mathematics itself? I do not wish to answer, or assume an answer to, this question here-it is much too involved. But I would argue that a fox-like way of thinking about curriculum would include at least a consideration of these other factors, even if merely to reject them or distinguish them from mathematics "proper".
The Critique
Ma's article goes beyond a description and characterization of specific curriculum documents. She levels three charges against the "strand" structure of the American curriculum: instability, lack of accumulation of knowledge (of teaching and learning), and incoherence among concepts. In this next section-the least constructive in this essay-I argue that (a) many of these charges vanish if we look at curriculum as logic-centered, rather than arithmetic-centered, and (b) many of these same negative characteristics can be found in the "core structured" arithmetic-centered curriculum, as Ma describes it. We look at these charges one by one.
Instability
Ma asserts that the "strands structure" leads to instability in the curriculum. From the fox's point of view, we might just as well say that it leads to flexibility(!). As we find new ways to approach the basic logical structure of mathematics, a "strands structure" will allow us to incorporate these new approaches easily into classroom technique. For example, the American curriculum has looked at probability, statistics, and computer algorithms to find ways to approach the idea of implication.
It is important to understand that we are talking here about Ma's concept of structure, and not about implementation of structure. Perhaps this or that American curriculum has not been successful in flexibly introducing new ideas, or has introduced them inaccurately. The argument against "strands", against fox-like thinking, would have to be that it actually implies failure in introducing new ideas. But the argument against the Chinese curriculum could equally be made that it prevents-not just makes difficult-the introduction of new approaches. The American structure has doors, where the Chinese structure-as described by Ma-has walls.
Accumulation of Knowledge
In fact, American curriculum writers do accumulate knowledge. We now know better than we did thirty years ago how to teach combinatorics in elementary school. We have had a number of successes in introducing concepts from computer science into elementary education. Is this mathematics? Do these topics relate to the drawing of logical inferences? I would argue that the relationships are certainly there, but are still being worked out. That is, knowledge is still being accumulated.
And, I would argue, the multi-strand nature of American curriculum encourages the accumulation of knowledge. A more open structure to curriculum allows us to introduce new materials in ways that are consistent with the old. Whether a student draws implications from a statement in arithmetic, in geometry, in statistics, or whether they use arithmetic equations or a computer programming language, becomes a detail of implementation, rather than a source of confusion.
Incoherence
We can say the same about what Ma terms "incoherence". No matter how we structure our curriculum, we need teachers who are trained to see how mathematics coheres. A narrow focus on arithmetic may easily lead to an incoherent view among teachers. Ma herself mentions that only 10% of her sample of Chinese teachers really had a profound understanding of arithmetic. 6 This statistic seems to indicate that concentrating on arithmetic leads to an incoherent view of mathematics for most of the teachers exposed to it.
Incoherence in a single-strand curriculum can occur on the student level as well. We have mentioned 6 Ma, Op. cit., page 1295.
